Manual method of visually identifying candidate signals for a targeted peptide.
The purpose of this study is to improve peptide signal identification in groups of extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) obtained with the liquid chromatography-selected reaction monitoring (LC-SRM) technique and a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (QqQ) operating in one of the supported multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) modes. The imperfection of quadrupole mass analyzers causes ion interference, which impedes the identification of peptide signals as chromatographic peak groups in relevant retention time intervals. To investigate this problem in depth, the QqQ conversion of the eluate into XIC groups was considered as the consecutive transformations of the particles' abundances as the corresponding functions of retention time. In this study, the hypothesis that, during this conversion, the same chromatographic profile should be preserved as an implicit sign in each chromatographic peak of the signal was confirmed for peptides. To examine chromatographic profiles, continuous transformations of XIC groups were derived and implemented in srm2prot Express software (s2pe, http://msr.ibmc.msk.ru/s2pe). Because of ion interference, several peptide-like signals may appear in one XIC group. Therefore, these signals must be considered candidates for a targeted peptide's signal and should be resolved after identification. The theoretical investigation of intensity functions as XICs that are not distorted by noise produced three rules for Identifying Candidate Signals for a targeted Peptide (ICSP, http://msr.ibmc.msk.ru/ICSP) that constitute the proposed manual visual method. We theoretically and experimentally compared this method with the conventional semiempirical intuitive technique and found that the former significantly streamlines peptide signal identification and avoids typical errors.